| Dr K A East | Newcastle University |
| Dr S C Easterby-Smith | University of St Andrews |
| Dr F L Edmonds | Lancaster University |
| Professor A C Edwards | Bangor University |
| Dr R Eagles | History of Parliament |
| Professor J S Eales | Canterbury Christ Church University |
| Professor R Earle | University of Warwick |
| Professor Sir David Eastwood, DL | University of Birmingham |
| Dr H Ebrahimnejad | University of Southampton |
| Dr P W Edbury | Cardiff University |
| Professor D Edgerton | King’s College London |
| Dr A Edwards | Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst |
| Mrs C R Edwards | |
| Dr J H Edwards | Queens College, Oxford |
| Dr J M Edwards | |
| Dr M J Edwards | Jesus College, Cambridge |
| Mr O D Edwards | University of Edinburgh |
| Professor B Effros | University of Liverpool |
| Associate Professor J A Eglin | University of Montana |
| Professor C Eisenberg | Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin |
| Professor A El-Awaiisi | |
| Mr C Eldridge | Wells Cathedral School |
| Dr C L Eldridge | University of Leeds |
| Dr R I M El-Eini | |
| Dr G H Eley | University of Michigan |
| Professor S J Eliot | School of Advanced Study, University of London |
| Dr D Elliott | Al Akhawayn University in Ifrane |
| Professor Sir John Elliott, FBA | Oriel College, Oxford |
| Professor M Elliott | University of Liverpool |
| Dr H L W Ellis | University of Sheffield |
| Dr P B Ellis | |
| Dr B J Elton | |
| Professor C Emsley | The Open University |
| Professor B A English | University of Hull |
| Professor R English | University of St Andrews |
| Dr C Enis | |
| Mr S Enright | |
| Dr A L Erickson | Robinson College, Cambridge |
| Dr W Ernst | University of Southampton |
| Dr C J Esdaile | University of Liverpool |
| Dr R Esser | University of Groningen |
| Professor N A Etherington | |
Fellows - E

Dr D G Evans
Professor E J Evans
Dr G R Evans
Dr J C Evans
The Reverend Canon J W Evans
Dr L Evans
Dr N J Evans
Mr N Evans
Professor Sir Richard Evans, FBA
Professor R J W Evans
Dr J A Everard
Dr M R J Everett
Dr B Everill
Professor E Ewan
Miss S M Eward
Dr S Ewen
Dr H Ewence
Dr M J M Ezell
Dr C F Ezrahi

Lancaster University
Fitzwilliam College, Cambridge
University of Hertfordshire
Sheffield Hallam University
University of Hull
Cardiff University
Gonville & Caius College, Cambridge
House of Commons Library
University of Cambridge
University of Guelph
Leeds Beckett University
University of Chester
Texas A & M University
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